Piqua Country Club Access & Tee time Protocol
The following is a an overview of the proper protocols dictated by the Miami County Board of
Health for accessing the Clubhouse, Golf Cars & the Golf course.
CLUBHOUSE: Access to the clubhouse is restricted other than the lock rooms. The Stay &
Shelter Order (The Order) requires members to not congregate or loiter within the locker-room.
No more than 1 person is permitted in the Proshop at one time.
TEE TIMES: Tee times MUST be made. Walk up players violates The Order. Tee times may be
made by sending emails to Braden or Paul but the most effective way is by phone call. The
Order dictates that specified distancing between tee times are maintained. Walk up members
may jeopardize distancing and may encounter long wait times.
GOLF CAR RENTALS: Given the Coronavirus effect on production at Clubcar, our delivery for
the new fleet has been delayed. I’m optimistic that this will be resolved within the month of
April, but as of now we only have 10 golfcars from the previous fleet. We will do our best to
equitably manage the demand for these 10 carts. It is not an ideal situation and we ask your
understanding during these unusual times. Please call the Golfshop for details.
DISTANCING & ACCESS PROTOCOLS: Please read and obey all access conditions mandated by
the MVHD that are posted in and around the clubhouse, on the Golf Cars, on the course and
emailed to all members. Failure to obey these guidelines could result in Piqua Country Club
being closed for the duration of the Coronavirus epidemic. Any member witnessing a violation
of the stated protocols are encouraged to bring these violations to the attention of
management so we can protect the interest of our members & the Club.

